From the Director
With gratitude
As I look back on 2021, I am filled with gratitude. Despite
another challenging year, PSP continues to move forward and
our support for teachers has been largely uninterrupted.
This has been due to the hard work and courageous efforts of
PSP’s facilitators and administrative staff. The team have
mastered the Microsoft Teams platform to creatively enhance
PSP’s online offerings and actively engage teachers, promote
safe practical hands-on activities, and consult with and inspire
small groups of teachers.
Programmes Manager, Novosti Buta, has continued to train
and support PSP staff on a new Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) data-management system as we
streamline our processes and manage information more
efficiently.
This year PSP expanded our footprint, reaching more teachers
in other provinces through online courses, and a record
number of teachers and school management teams through
the virtual Annual Mass Planning Forums. We applaud the
dedication of school management teams and teachers
everywhere. During a time of great need, you have stepped
forward with flexibility, resilience and resolve to help South
Africa’s children move forward.
I am ever grateful to our funders and friends for their loyal
support and kind words of encouragement-thank you.
We wish schools, teachers and learners a blessed holiday and
safe return to school next year. 

Dr. Zorina Dharsey

Adapted face-to-face
courses
The Mentorship
Project ran the final
course of the year
with first-time
teachers in a
‘blended’ way, i.e. face-to-face, as well as online in the PSP
classroom at Edith Stephens Nature Reserve. The topic was
‘Teacher well-being’ with insights and activities from specialist
Lemeez Gesant.

Annual planning exceeds
expectations
We were delighted that a record number of 269 teachers from
59 schools participated in this year’s virtual annual teacher
mass planning forum (AMPF), including teachers from
Limpopo, Northern Cape and KwaZulu-Natal. Teachers
prioritised and shared their needs for PSP training and support
for 2022. The consultative nature of this process encouraged
teachers to feel they are being heard and to speak out in a
safe space. This promises a high degree of commitment to our
programme of courses in 2022.
Many of the PSP Innovation courses will be run online again
next year, enabling us to grow a national footprint.
Planning with SMTs
Following the teacher
planning forum, an
excellent turn-out of 120
School Management
Team (SMT) members
attended their own
planning forum with PSP.
Here they were asked to
scrutinize their School Improvement Plans (SIPS) to find
alignment with the 2022 PSP Innovation courses as requested
by the teachers. We used the Word Cloud technique, which
records input and amplifies repeated requests, clearly
showing the most urgent SMT needs for courses to support
their staff. Topics included discipline, classroom
management, use of resources, subject improvement,
parental involvement and building their leadership in aspects
such as handling conflict at school, moderation etc. It was a
very encouraging and lively session.

Practical Science

LEFT: Rugaya Essa ran an online
course with Grade 7 teachers,
explaining how ocean tides form.
Learners first use models to practise
the movement of revolution around
the Sun.

ALL PSP COURSES ARE SACE ACCREDITED
PSP wishes all schools and friends a peaceful and safe Festive Season

RIGHT: Learners make more
models to work out how gravity
and the Moon are the main
causes of our tides on Earth.
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Keeping you up to date with PSP teacher development

PSP’s new data management
system up and running
Through our new system, we have
achieved our breakthrough objectives:
 All data is centralised, including
quantitative and qualitative
information, as well as facilitator
reporting
 PSP now communicates
efficiently with teachers and other
beneficiaries
 All information regarding
programmes and projects is
shared across teams.

Novosti Buta, PSP Programmes
Manager designed and supervised the
implementation of this system. He also
trained and skilled the PSP Team on
how to use it.
In a recent presentation at the NASCEE
‘Breakthrough’ conference, he outlined
the importance and benefits of a
relational data-base as a scalable,
centralised and easily accessible
system of records that keeps pace with
an organisation’s growth.
“I believe the PSP CRM system could in
future help other organisations in
education deal with a myriad of MERL
and data management challenges.”

Project sustainability
Five schools
which
participated in
the NST Cluster
Project cycle in
2013 – 2014
formed part of
the ‘Light Touch
Project’ this
year. We visited the schools in support
of sustainability of NST methodology,
resources and equipment
management.

PSP BELIEVES…

The facilitators found that most
teachers had changed and one school
had all ‘new’ NST teachers. This
confirms the trend we see generally
that most schools have high teacher
turn-over and that ongoing support is
needed to sustain good practices.
PSP facilitators supported the schools
with demonstration lessons this term,
as the project comes to an end this
year.

PSP Advisory Committee gains
two new members
Grant Pillay from Dietrich Moravian
Primary and Aeyesha Sardien from
Douglas Road Primary were warmly
welcomed to the committee adding
value with new ideas and perspectives.

Children know more than we
assume they do… find out
what they know and then
build on it.
TRUSTEE NEWS
Outgoing
chairperson:
Mthunzi Nxawe
Mthunzi stepped
down as PSP
chairperson in
June this year.
We thank him for his many years of
steadfast stewardship and support of
the PSP. We wish him well, knowing
he will remain a champion of the PSP
in future.
We welcome
Gcobisa Mbili as
the new
chairperson of the
Board after many
years of
involvement with
the PSP.
Introducing our
new trustee:
Germinah
Nyikana; Head of
Learning and
Development
Retail Studies in
the Shoprite Group. Germinah hails
from the business field and is highly
qualified and experienced in
managing training, including
strategic talent development. She
currently manages the framework for
developing organisational
capabilities.
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